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Ecole Bilingue has had the exciting
opportunity to offer its students the
DELF Diploma examination,
which is the ultimate test of
French cultural and colloquial
language comprehension.
Find out more on page 04.

From music to food to games to art,
Fête Française really does it all!
Scroll through the following pages
for recaps and run downs of this
year's festival happenings,
as well as a letter from your chairs,
Tiffany Pitre and Robert Knapp!

Under the leadership of Mrs.
Jeanet Denichou, the school has
launched a program that allows
students to cultivate their
entrepreneurialism from a young
age. Learn more about this club
and its mission on page 02.

PIERRE-LOÏC DENICHOU, CHEVALIER
DES PALMES ACADÉMIQUES
The school is pleased to announce that, on the evening of Tuesday, March 12th,
our very own Pierre-Loïc Denichou, Academic Director, was named a Chevalier
(Knight) of the Ordre des Palmes Académiques (The Order of the Academic Palms).
This award, given directly by the Ministère de l'Éducation nationale (the French
Ministry of National Education), recognizes French and foreign recipients living
outside of France for their dedication to actively expanding French education and
culture throughout the world. Created by Napoleon I in 1808, this award is the
oldest non-military French decoration. The honor was conferred in a ceremony
held at the Residence of France on a Tuesday evening, with M. Denichou surrounded by family, friends, and colleagues from Ecole Bilingue. With Madame Pauline Dides having obtained
the same distinction in 2015, EB now has the prestigious status of employing not one, but two Chevaliers
of the Ordre des Palmes Académiques !

Les Petits Entrepreneurs
By Jeanet Denichou, EB-Parent and Founder of LPE

WHAT IS LPE?
LPE stands for Les Petits Entrepreneurs, which is a name reflective
of the entrepreneurial spirit that this organization strives to instill
in its members. Broadly, LPE is a collective of EB-students,
parents, families, and kids clubs, i.e. Sew Fabulous de l'Ecole
Bilingue (Sewing Club) and The Inventors Club, who come
together in the spirit of creativity and entrepreneurialism to create
and sell products that they themselves have curated.

LE PROJET
DE POTAGER
By Jean-Louis Collard,
Collège Teacher

This year, under the leadership of
Monsieur Marco Bury (fourthgrade teacher) and myself,
kindergarten and fourth grade
students began composting and
growing vegetables in the school's
petit potager (little garden)! We
would love to expand this project to
include students in other classes, as
doing so will allow us to bring this
project to new heights. For
example, we could start working on
building a larger potager, using our
STEM skills to build a barometer
that will allow us to forecast the
weather, installing a sprinkler

WHAT DO WE DO?
We produce our own brands and products to sell in le Marché/the
Marketplace at Fête Française. Our mission is to plant the seeds of
entrepreneurialism in our petits (young ones). Half of the
proceeds earned from the LPE booths at le Marché go back to the
artists, while the other half is allocated to a cause chosen annually
by the students that will benefit the greater EB community. This
year, our entrepreneurs chose to donate 50% of funds raised to Le
projet de potager (The Vegetable Garden Project), which you can
read about to your right.

system, planting more seeds, and
growing more herbs & veggies! We
are especially excited about this
because, come Fall 2019, we can use
all of this fresh produce to prepare
clean meals in the new Cuisine at
the Center for Arts & Athletics!

GET INVOLVED: If you have an artistic vision that you would like
to bring to life through LPE, please contact Jeanet Denichou.

NINJA TIME COOKIES & COMIX
Calvin Barcomb, Phineas Frugé-Wysocki, and Ella Larrivière

Ninja Time Comics have been in production for over a year, but the idea for this particular business
venture - Ninja Time Cookies and Comix - grew from several sources, over a period of weeks. Calvin,
Ella, and Phineas, the three young entrepreneurs involved, all love art and drawing. Inspired by a friend's
booth at last year's Fête (check out "Zo's Bows"!), they decided they would like to present a booth that
featured their art, because Les Petits Entrepreneurs at Fête Française offers the perfect opportunity for
a student to try out a business. After consulting with one of the school's faculty, who suggested they have
something in addition to art, they hit upon the idea of cookies. They like food and baking, and
who doesn't love chocolate chip cookies? A lemon tree in Phineas' backyard inspired the addition of
lemonade. Then they had the idea to include a Ninja Time comic - a popular series and a favorite
pastime of the friends - with each cookie for sale, and Ninja Time Cookies and Comix was born. The
limited edition strips featured on each bag and cup were created specifically for Fête Française 2019.
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A letter from your Chairs
Tiffany Pitre and Robert Knapp

Thank you for your fabulous support of Fete Francaise 2019! The Fete was great! We are honored to have
chaired the Fete and to have worked closely with Robyn Cook. Our vision for Fete could not have been
realized without the enthusiasm and commitment of this community.
Thanks to our Fete committees and their chairs! You came together as teams to make this festival the best
that it could be. We are humbled by and grateful for the hard work of our committee chairs and members.
We’re happy to have gotten to know you better.
And thanks to ALL school parents who volunteered to help the Fete. Fete could not have been successful
without every parent and teacher who volunteered. The passion and love you feel for our school and
community is amazing. We are so lucky to have such strong support.
A few of you deserve particular attention and gratitude. Thanks to:
·
·
·
·
·

Ann Herren for her vision of “Tour de France” and creating the Children’s Area,
Boo Randle and her team for the amazing decorations,
Sarah Thibodeaux and Cassie Denooyer for “Strasbourg,”
Julien and Christie Worms for the fantastic millwork cutouts,
Brand, Pops, and Chad for the construction and set up,

·
Burke Alciatore and Curt Rome for the games,
·
Jill Polk and Kellie Soileau for the food and drinks,
·
Jeanet Denichou for organizing the marketplace and cultural partners,
·
Scott Borne and Andrew Landry for running the music stages,
·
Andrew Lapeyre and Sam Prokop (Les Deux Papas),
·
Adrienne Resh and Allison Vines-Rushing (Les Deux Etoiles),
·
Danielle and Richard Sutton (St. James Cheese & VIP tent),
·
Ann Layburn and Jennifer Knapp for organizing the volunteers,
·
Rachael Kuivinen for the raffle,
·
Pierre-Loïc Denichou and Xavier Briend for an entire day of crêpe-making,
·
Dan Fort and Suzanne Klenck for organizing the auction,
·
Kelly Kavitz for the many lovely, eye-catching signs,
·
Matt and Antigona Lirette for the wine,
·
Dr. Tara Oden and Susan Laughlin for the first aid tent, and
·
Pauline Dides for leading the teachers and entire EB community in this event, and for ordering such
good weather!
Merci beaucoup to everyone who participated in this year’s Fete Francaise. The excitement from such a
successful event has us talking about the next one. Please let us know If you would like to contribute your
time or talents for our next fete. We can’t wait for next year!
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Quoi de neuf ?

FOURTH GRADE:
SPECIAL GUEST
By Charlotte Crump,

DELF DIPLOMA

Collège Teacher

By Pierre-Loïc Denichou, Academic Director

The DELF (Diplôme d'études en langue française) is the official
French-language diploma awarded by France's Ministry of
National Education. It is recognized around the world and is valid
for life. More than 300,000 diplomas are awarded each year.
The DELF is recognized in 165 countries and is offered by 965
accredited centers throughout the world.
As an official certification of second-language proficiency,
the DELF tests the ability of students to use French in real-life
situations. Testing is based on the six reference levels identified in
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR), a document produced by the Council of Europe after 12
years of research. The CEFR provides a series of descriptions of
abilities that can be applied to any language
and that can be used to set clear targets for
achievement within language learning. This
framework has now become accepted as a
way of benchmarking language ability all
over the world.
At each level, four language skills are assessed:
written comprehension, oral comprehension, written expression
and oral expression. The DELF system is made up of six separate
diplomas that correspond to the CEFR levels. The diplomas are
tailored to meet the needs of all ages and all segments of the
population. Our students have the opportunity to take
the DELF PRIM A1 (2nd grade) and A2 (5th grade), which is the
first level in the DELF / DALF series of certificates. Many students
have already completed the exam, and several will do so in the
coming weeks; we wish all test-takers bon courage et bonne chance !

TÉLÉ-LOUISIANE :
Audio-visual platform keeping Louisiana French alive

This month, the fourth-grade social
studies class welcomed Phineas FrugéWysocki's godfather, Dr. James
Fitzsimmons, who is an accomplished
Mayan archeologist and professor at
Middlebury College in Middlebury,
Vermont. He came to talk to the
children because they have spent so
much time this year studying the
ancient Meso-American civilizations.
Given Dr. Fitzsimmons' academic and
professional backgrounds, he
possesses a great deal of expertise in
the field of archeology and the Mayan
civilization in particular.

He lead the class with a slideshow
about the Mayan people, showed
Mayan ceramics, and the students
deciphered glyphs . The presentation
ended with student-led interview
questions and a Q&A session to
expand on their knowledge about the
field study and things that can be
learned by studying artifacts. The
whole experience was fun, engaging,
and educational; merci beaucoup, Dr.
Fitzsimmons!

There is a new, francophone, audio-visual platform on the horizon for Louisiana. Aptly named TéléLouisiane, this brand new media organization has for its mission the documentation, promotion, and
development of the francophone cultures that have been so prominent throughout our state's history.
As Télé-Louisiane notes, the number of Louisiana natives that speak French has dropped by 80% in the
last fifty years alone. The founders of Télé-Louisiane - a melange of creole-speaking Louisiana natives
and French-speakers from France who have planted their roots
in Louisiana - saw this statistic, and decided that they had to do
their part to preserve this rich and unique part of Louisianan
heritage. Several of Ecole Bilingue's students, as well as Madame
Sonia, had the honor of being interviewed by the Télé-Louisiane
media crew at Fête Française; we feel very humbled to be part
of what will become one of their very first publications! Stay
tuned as we share updates about their official, impending launch!
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